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Abstract We present GPS, hydrological, and GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment)

observations in southern Apennines (Italy) pointing to a previously unnoticed response of the solid Earth

to hydrological processes. Transient patterns in GPS horizontal time series near to large karst aquifers

are controlled by seasonal and interannual phases of groundwater recharge/discharge of karst aquifers,

modulating the extensional ∼3 mm/yr strain within the tectonically active Apennines. We suggest that

transient signals are produced, below the saturation level of the aquifers and above a poorly constrained

depth in the shallow crust, by time-dependent opening of subvertical, fluid-filled, conductive fractures.

We ascribe this process to the immature karstification and intense tectonic fracturing, favoring slow

groundwater circulation, and to multiyear variations of the water table elevation, influenced by variable

seasonal recharge. The vertical component displays seasonal and multiyear signals more homogeneously

distributed in space and closely correlated with estimates of total water storage from GRACE, reflecting the

elastic response of the lithosphere to variations of surface water loads. The different sensitivities of vertical

and horizontal components to the hydrologically induced deformation processes allow us to spatially and

temporally resolve the different phases of the water cycle, from maximum hydrological loading at the

surface to maximum hydrostatic pressure beneath karst aquifers. Finally, we suggest that transient

deformation signals in the geodetic series of the Apennines are correlated to large-scale climatic patterns

(Northern Atlantic Oscillation) through their influence on precipitation variability and trends at the

regional scale.

1. Introduction

It is well known that redistribution of water masses in the shallow crust of the Earth affects surface mea-

surements of crustal displacement. Early studies of hydrologically related deformation have initially used

measurements obtained by theodolites, strainmeters, tiltmeters, and extensometers [e.g., Edge et al., 1981;

Wolfe et al., 1981; Evans and Wyatt, 1984]. In the last 20 years space geodesy has revolutionized the survey-

ing andmeasurement of crustal deformation. In particular, continuously operating Global Positioning System

(cGPS) networks are used to derive station positions with typical daily repeatability of 1–2 mm for horizontal

positions and3–4mmfor vertical positions [Blewitt etal., 2013]. Thanks to their high-accuracy, geographic dis-

tribution, and temporal continuity, space geodesy observations are providing important contributions to the

study of hydrological processes in different aquifer systems and geological environments [e.g., Zhang et al.,

2012; Argus et al., 2014; Borsa et al., 2014; Chanard et al., 2014].

The response of Earth’s crust to water content variations is generally described in terms of two end-member

models. In the first model the observed deformation is explained as the elastic response of the Earth to

hydrological surface loading [Farrell, 1972].Most studies have focusedon the vertical component of the defor-

mation, since horizontal displacements induced by surface loading tend to be much smaller than vertical

displacements [Wahretal., 2013]. As an example, this approachhasbeen successfully used to explain theuplift

associated to the recent drought affecting the Western USA [e.g., Amos et al., 2014; Argus et al., 2014; Borsa

et al., 2014]. In the second model, the theory of poroelasticity [e.g.,Wang, 2000] is generally used to explain
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Figure 1. (a) General framework of the study area (red rectangle in the inset). Black vectors represent GPS horizontal
interseismic velocities in a Tyrrhenian reference frame with 95% CI ellipses. The name of GPS sites used to define this
frame are highlighted in white. The black dashed line indicates the drainage divide; the blue striped areas outline the
main carbonate aquifers; the blue circle indicates the location of Caposele (CP) spring; and the blue triangles show
Senerchia (SC) and Gioi Cilento (GC) rain gauges positions. The dashed orange and dark-grey boxes include the GPS
sites whose time series are represented, respectively, in Figures 2 and 5. (b) Zoomed portion of the carbonate area: the
red dashed line delineates the polygon in which dilatational strain shown in Figure 4 is calculated; the brown dotted line
defines the Caposele spring catchment area.

the deformation of alluvial and basin-fill aquifers. In this case the groundwater flow is governed by primary

porosity and the surface responds with subsidence and horizontal contraction to groundwater extrac-

tion [e.g., Galloway and Burbey, 2011] or uplift and horizontal expansion to water table increase [e.g., King

et al., 2007].

In this work we describe a hydrologically related, multiyear transient signal in GPS time series of south-central

Italy (Figure 1) related to the deformation of karst aquifers. The latter have complex features that make them
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dissimilar from other aquifers [Bakalowicz, 2005]. Differently from granular aquifers (e.g., alluvial aquifers),

where porosity is mostly due to spaces between the grains, karst aquifers are bodies of soluble rock,

typically carbonate rock, usually characterized by enhanced, secondary porosity (e.g., conduits, caves, and

fissures) formed by the dissolution of the rock. Previous studies of hydrologically related deformation of karst

aquifers have revealed transient signals following large rainfall events. Such signals have been ascribed to the

opening of hydrologically active fractures/conduits located nearby (∼100 km) of the measuring instruments

(e.g., tiltmeters), in the epikarst, or the vadose zone of the aquifer (depth ∼102 m) [Evans and Wyatt, 1984;

Guglielmi et al., 2008; Longuevergne et al., 2009; Jacob et al., 2010; Tenze et al., 2012; Amoruso et al., 2014]. In

a recent paper Devoti et al. [2015] highlighted a rain-correlated deformation at the Cansiglio Plateau (CP)

karst region (northern Italy) affecting mainly the horizontal component of GPS time series of the area, with

nearly no effects on the vertical component. Given the high correlation with events of heavy rainfall, the

authors ascribe the deformation episodes to active fracture expansion in the vadose zone. In the southern

Apennines, karst aquifers originate from thickMesozoic carbonatemassifs, generally hydraulically isolated by

marly-arenaceous Neogene sequences or other nonkarstic less permeable rocks along their boundaries. The

absence of recent moderate to large earthquakes, a dense continuous GPS network with more than 10 years

of data at several stations and the presence of large calcareous ridges able to store a huge quantity of water

[e.g., Fiorillo et al., 2015b] provide a relevant opportunity to study the deformation response of large karst

aquifers (in terms of magnitude, depth, and timing) to time-dependent climatic variability and aquifer

recharge conditions. This is particularly interesting due to the role of karst aquifers as a significant global

resource of freshwater at both national [e.g., Fiorillo et al., 2015b] and global [Hartmann et al., 2014] scales.

We analyze horizontal and vertical GPS time series integrated with rainfall data, karst spring discharge time

series and estimates of equivalent water height data from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment

(GRACE) satellites. The paper is structured as follows: first, we separately present GPS (section 2) and

hydrological (section 3) data. In the following sections, we analyze the correlations between geodetic and

hydrological signals (sections 3.4 and 4), and we discuss the results and investigate the processes responsible

for the observed response of the solid Earth to the different phases of the water cycle (section 5).

2. GPS Data and Analysis

In thisworkweusedaily observations frompermanentGPS stations in the southernApennines,most ofwhich

belong to the Rete Integrata Nazionale GPS network (RING) (http://ring.gm.ingv.it [Avallone et al., 2010]). Site

coordinates of stations from RING and other networks can be found in the supporting information (Table S1).

We reduce GPS data by using the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) GIPSY-OASIS II software (version 6.2) in a

Precise Point Positioning mode applied to ionospheric-free carrier phase and pseudorange data [Zumberge

et al., 1997] and using JPL’s final fiducial-free GPS orbit products. We apply the Global Pressure and

Temperature model 2 (GPT2) tropospheric mapping function [Lagler et al., 2013] and estimate tropospheric

wet zenith delay and horizontal gradients as stochastic random-walk parameters every 5min [Bar-Sever et al.,

1998] inorder tomodel tropospheric refractivity.Wecompute theocean loading fromtheFES2004 tidalmodel

[Scherneck, 1991] coefficients provided by the Ocean Tide Loading Provider (http://holt.oso.chalmers.se/

loading) and apply it as a station motion model. We apply the ambiguity resolution by using the wide lane

and phase bias method [Bertiger et al., 2010].

In order to analyze and interpret station velocities relative to the Eurasian plate and to reduce the common

mode signal, we adopt the Eurasian terrestrial reference frame described inMétois et al. [2015]. This frame is

defined by six Cartesian coordinates and velocities of each of 174 stations selected by specific quality crite-

ria. Our Eurasian frame is aligned in origin and scale with International GNSS Service 2008 (IGS08) [Rebischung

et al., 2012] and implemented to have no-net rotation with respect to the Eurasian plate, realized byminimiz-

ing the horizontal velocities of 69 stations located in the stable interior of the plate. We obtain GPS velocities

andassociateduncertainties byfitting a linear trendplus annual and semiannual terms and site specificoffsets

to position time series, assuming a white + flicker noise stochastic model [Williams, 2008].

Inorder toemphasize the long-term, secular∼3mm/yrNE-SWdirectedactive extensionacross theApennines,

we show crustal velocities in Figure 1 by using a Tyrrhenian reference frame, obtained by minimizing hori-

zontal velocities of stations on the Tyrrhenian coast [D’Agostino, 2014]. We exclude stations possibly affected

by ongoing volcanic deformation near Naples (Vesuvio and Campi Flegrei). We show the time series of ver-

tical and horizontal components (rotated in a N45E and N135E directions, respectively, perpendicular and
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Figure 2. Observed (colored dots) time series for sites included in the dashed orange rectangle of Figure 1a. Black
dashed lines represent a 6 month Gaussian filter of the time series (i.e., the weights are given by the Gaussian function,
and the width is 6 times the conventional Gaussian sigma). GPS sites are ordered from the Tyrrhenian coast (bottom)
toward the Adriatic coast (top). (left) Horizontal component projected along a direction perpendicular to the long axis
of the Apennines (N45E). (center) Horizontal component projected along a direction parallel to the long axis of the
Apennines (N135E). (right) Vertical component. T1 and T2 refer to the two time intervals in which velocities represented
in Figure 3 are calculated.

parallel to the long axis of the Apennines) in Figure 2, progressively ordered from the Tyrrhenian (to the west)

to the Adriatic (to the east) coasts. These time series show that the interseismic ∼3 mm/yr extensional open-

ing in the axial part of the Apennines [D’Agostino, 2014] is modulated by annual and multiyear (∼4 years)

signals thatmodify the intensity of the tectonic signal. This is clearly visible in theN45Ehorizontal component,

whereas theN135E component (i.e., the component of the velocity that is parallel to themountain belt) shows

only a reduced signal strength (Figure 2). Both the annual and multiyear horizontal signals show consistent

spatial patterns displaying a symmetrical behaviorwith respect to an axis running along the crest of theApen-

nines. With respect to this axis of symmetry, both the annual andmultiyear transient signals display episodes

of opposed enhanced or reduced secular motion (see for instance the behavior of stations SAL1 and CDRU,

located on opposite sides of the karst aquifer, in Figure 2). In Figure 2 we highlight two multiyear episodes

(each 2.5 year long) of inward (T1, 2006.4–2008.9) and outward (T2, 2008.95–2011.45) motion of the stations

in the axial part of the Apennines. The effect of such episodes stands out clearly in the time series as notable

deviations from the∼2006–2016 trend. Accordingly, we fit a trend with annual and semiannual periodicities,

assuming awhite+ flicker noise (CATS software byWilliams [2008]) to GPS horizontal components for each T1

and T2 interval, subtracting the resulting values from the long-term (∼2006–2016) trends. These deviations

from the 2006–2016 trend are displayed in Figure 3, clearly showing the transient shortening/extensional

T1/T2 episodes in the axial part of the Apennines.

The time evolution of the strain due to the relative motion of the sites crossing the symmetry axis (polygon

in Figure 1b formed by CMPR, CDRU, SAL1, SLCN) clearly illustrates the deviations from a steady state strain

accumulation. Relative to the long-term extensional signal of ≈70 nstrain/year, the previously defined T1, T2

episodes correspond to reduced or negative dilatation rate (T1,≈ −30 nstrain/year) or enhanced dilatational

rate (T2, ≈150 nstrain/year) (Figures 4a and 4b). Since this positive/negative enhancement of extensional
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Figure 3. Observed (black, with 95% CI ellipses) and modeled (red) GPS velocities calculated as deviation from the
long-term trend (top) in a period of decreasing precipitation and karst aquifer exhaustion (T1) and (bottom) in a period
of increasing precipitation and aquifer recharge (T2). Modeled rates are calculated from the best fit model shown in
Figure 13. The thick blue lines indicate the position of the vertical tensile dislocations used in the model. The plots on
the right side represent the cross sections along the dotted lines on the maps: topography (grey area), observed rates
(black circles with error bars), modeled rates along the profile (red line), and position of the dislocation (vertical dashed
blue line).

strain is confined in the center of the Apennines, the long-term overall extension across the Apennines is

approximately steady.

Figure 3 shows that the stations affectedby significant deviations from the 2006–2016 trend are not homoge-

neously distributed but are preferentially located close to the limestone mountain ridges hosting large karst

aquifers [Allocca et al., 2007, 2014]. Stations far from calcareous lithologies (asmost of the stations included in

the dark-grey dashed line box in Figure 1 and the ones on the Adriatic side in the orange dashed line box in

Figure1) donotdisplay a clear evidenceof suchmultiyear transientdeformation in thehorizontal components

(Figures 2, 3, and 5). This spatial correlation with karst formations (Figure 3) led us to look after hydrological

processes that could explain the observed transients.

A low signal-to-noise ratio in vertical time series obscures clear patterns of vertical multiyear signals at indi-

vidual stations (Figures 2 and 5). A simple approach to recover spatially and temporally consistent signals is to

stack thedaily values of detrended vertical time series for several selected stationswith long andgood records
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Figure 4. (a) Daily dilatation values calculated in the polygon represented in Figure 1b (yellow dots) and its 6 month
Gaussian filter (black dashed line). (b) Detrended dilatation time series and daily discharge data of Caposele spring (blue
line). (c) Vertical daily time series obtained by stacking data from 18 stations (grey line) and its 6 month (black dashed
line) and 2.5 year (blue dashed line) Gaussian filters. T1 and T2 time intervals highlighted in Figure 2 are also shown.
Reference trends (red dashed lines) in Figures 4a and 4c emphasize the sustained episodes of deviation from decadal
trends. N is the number of GPS sites used to compute the stacked series.

in the study area (ACCA, ACER, BULG, CAFE, CAMA, CDRU, CMPR, FOGG, GROT, MCEL, MCRV, MRLC, MTSN,

PALZ, PSB1, SGTA, SLCN, and VULT). The results of the stacking analysis confirm that a consistent seasonal sig-

nal exists in the vertical component (maximum downwardmotion in January–February andmaximum uplift

in July–August). We also observe two peaks of multiyear downward motion in 2010–2011 and 2014, which

are clearly visible by applying a low-pass 2.5 year Gaussian filter to the daily vertical stacked series (Figure 4c).

With this kind of filter, the weights are given by the Gaussian function and the width is 6 times the conven-

tional Gaussian sigma. In order to verify if noticeable differences exist between the vertical signal inside and

outside the karst area, we compute separate vertical stacks using stations inside (BULG, CMPR, CDRU, MCRV,

MRLC, MTSN, MCEL, and SLCN) and outside (ACCA, ACER, CAFE, CAMA, FOGG, GROT, PALZ, PSB1, SGTA, and

VULT) the karst area (Figure 6). In contrast to what we observe for the horizontal component, the behavior of

the vertical component does not show significant differences between the two groups of stations at both the

seasonal and multiyear scales.
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Figure 5. Observed time series of sites included in the dashed dark-grey rectangle in Figure 1a. Black dashed lines
represent 6 month Gaussian filters. GPS sites are ordered from Tyrrhenian coast (bottom) toward Adriatic coast (top).
(left) Horizontal component projected along a direction perpendicular to the long axis of the Apennines (N45E). (center)
Horizontal component projected along a direction parallel to the long axis of the Apennines (N135E). (right) Vertical
component. Notice the absence of the significant varying annual and multiyear signals observed in the N45E component
of Figure 2.

The comparison of horizontal and vertical stack time series show that, at the multiyear scale, episodes of

inward horizontal motion and reduced axial extensional strain (T1) in the karst area are roughly associated

with general upwardmotion; the reverse occurs during episodes of outwardmotion (T2) (Figures 4 and 7). At

the annual scale, the peaks of seasonal downwardmotion, occurring in late fall-winter (vertical blue reversed

arrows in Figure 7b), precede by ≈5–6 months the peaks of maximum positive horizontal dilatational strain

(emphasized in Figure 7a with red vertical dashed lines and diverging arrows).

It has been shown that atmospheric pressure loading (ATML) causes deformation of the surface of the Earth

which especially affects the vertical component [Tregoning and van Dam, 2005]. We attempt to mitigate the

ATML effects on the GPS height estimates using the data and programs provided by the Global Geophysical

Fluid Center (GGFC) [van Dam, 2010]. The GGFC solution is 6 h and global surface displacement at 2.5∘ × 2.5∘

spacing determined from the National Center for Environmental Protection reanalysis surface pressure. We

calculate daily-averaged atmospheric loading corrections and remove them from the GPS solutions as a post-

processed correction to the vertical component in the CM frame (center ofmass of the total Earth). Correcting

for ATML increases the variance of heights for the sites included in the computation of the vertical stack with-

out resulting in significant variations of the vertical component behavior and maintaining the homogeneity

between sites inside and outside the karst area. Therefore, given the results of Valty et al. [2015], pointing

to a dominant role of hydrological loads in controlling vertical displacements in Southern Europe, we only

consider and show the results without the atmospheric correction.

3. Hydrological Data

The Mediterranean climatic features and their temporal variability strongly control the amount of surface

water and the recharge processes of the karst aquifers in southern Apennines. Large-scale atmospheric
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Figure 6. Comparison between vertical stacked time series computed by using selected sites (a) in the karst aquifers
area and (b) outside the karst aquifers area. The black dashed lines represent a 6 month Gaussian filter, the red dashed
lines represent a 2.5 year Gaussian filter. T1 and T2 time intervals highlighted in Figure 2 are also shown. N is the number
of GPS sites used to compute the stacked series.

circulationpatterns explainmuchof the variability and trends in precipitation and temperature at the regional

scale. Similarly to other Mediterranean mountainous regions, winter precipitation and temperature variabil-

ity are influenced by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) [Hurrell et al., 2001;DeVita et al., 2012; López-Moreno

et al., 2011]. The NAO is characterized by a spatial dipole, with pressure anomaly centers located near the

Azores and near Iceland [Hurrell, 1995]. During positive (negative) phases both pressure centers are reinforced

(weakened) and displaced to the south (north). The location of the pressure centers markedly affects precip-

itation and temperature across large parts of Europe and the Mediterranean regions [Hurrell and van Loon,

1997;Wanner et al., 2001; Álvarez García et al., 2012].

The spatial distribution of the mean annual precipitation is mainly influenced by the orographic effect of the

Apennines on humid air masses moving eastward from the Tyrrhenian Sea. Higher orographic precipitation

occurs in the western sector, with maximum cumulative annual values up to 1700–2000 mm along the ridge

itself and lower precipitations down to 700–900 mm east of the Apennines [Allocca et al., 2014].

Here we present three different kinds of observables that provide information about hydrological phenom-

ena: the rain gauge data, the discharge data of one of the main karst springs of Southern Italy, and the

measurements of the terrestrial water storage variations obtained by the GRACE mission.

3.1. Rainfall Data

Annual precipitation in the study area ranges between 1000 and more than 2000 mm (at the highest ele-

vations). Rainfall typically reaches a maximum during November and a minimum in July [Fiorillo, 2009;

Allocca et al., 2014]. We consider daily time series of rainfall data from two rain gauges (Gioi Cilento and

Senerchia) fromProtezioneCivile RegioneCampania (http://centrofunzionale.regione.campania.it/index.php/

rete-di-monitoraggio). Thanks to their record completeness and location, we assume that these rain gauges
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Figure 7. Comparison between the horizontal and vertical stack time series. (a) Detrended horizontal (N45E component)
time series for selected sites in Figure 2 showing clear seasonal peaks. The red divergent arrows and dashed lines mark
the average annual phase (0.44) of maximum positive horizontal dilatational strain (late spring). (b) Vertical stack time
series (same as Figure 4c). The blue arrows and dashed lines mark the average annual phase (0.1) of maximum
downward motion (winter).

are representative of the precipitation trend in the last decade in southern Apennines. Their positions are

indicated in Figure 1, and their coordinates and main features are given in Table S2.

Rain gauge time series are shown in Figure 8 as monthly discrete values. We show also daily cumulative

values and detrended daily cumulative series [Roeloffs, 2001] in order to accentuate the deviations relative

to the 2003–2015 average trend. Maximum precipitations are generally concentrated in October–February

showing significant interseasonal variability and a significant reduction in drought years 2007–2008 and

2012. The previously defined T1 and T2 intervals (see section 2) correspond to periods of anomalously low

(T1) or high (T2) precipitations, followed by a significantly dry season in 2012.

3.2. Karst Spring Discharge

Further evidence of interannual hydrological variability is also visible in the discharge time series of large karst

springs in the Apennines [Fiorillo et al., 2015b].
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Figure 8. (top) Rainfall records at Gioi Cilento (red) and Senerchia (orange) rain gauges shown as monthly values and
(middle) daily cumulative and (bottom) detrended cumulative time series. The orange/red horizontal dashed lines
(Figure 8, top) depict the mean monthly cumulative values indicated in Table S2. In the top plot the daily discharge time
series of Caposele spring (blue curve) is superimposed to rainfall time series.

Figure 9. Comparison between the monthly mean rainfall values at
Senerchia climate station and monthly mean discharge values at Caposele
spring. The effective rainfall (Peff) is defined as the difference between the
monthly rainfall (Pi) and the evapotranspiration (Ep): Peff = Pi-Ep . We
compute the latter from temperature data by using the method by
Thornthwaite [1948]. The recharge period generally starts in October,
after the soil moisture capacity has been satisfied, and ends in May due to
the increase of temperature and decrease of rainfall in spring–summer.
The Caposele discharge has an almost opposite path, with minimum in
December and maximum in late spring.

One of the largest karst springs of

southern Italy is located near Caposele

(Sorgente Sanità, 417 m above sea

level (asl); spring location and catch-

ment area in Figure 1). This spring is

situated along the north-eastern

boundary of the Picentini Mountains,

it is primarily fed by the Cervialto

massif [Celico and Civita, 1976] and

it is characterized by a mean-annual

discharge of about 4 m3/s. Caposele

is a basal spring, i.e., it drains directly

the saturated zone of the aquifer, and

it can be considered the only one

draining Cervialto massif, since other

springs have a considerable lower dis-

charge [Fiorillo et al., 2015a]. Besides,

as no man-made modifications or

groundwater pumping occurred in

the spring catchment, this spring is

strictly controlled by climate trends.
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For these reasons the Caposele spring discharge can be assumed as a robust regional indicator for the state of

recharge of the large karst aquifers in Southern Italy. The Aqueduct Company of Puglia (Acquedotto Pugliese

S.p.A.) provided the daily discharge data for the Caposele spring for the period from January 2005 to October

2015 (Figures 4 and 8).

ThemaximumdischargeatCaposeleusually occurs in spring, some (4÷5)months after theperiodofmaximum

precipitation, whereas the minimum discharge takes place during the rainy months (Figure 8). This is shown

in more detail in Figure 9, where we compare mean (over 2000–2015 interval) monthly values of total and

effective (less the contribution of evapotranspiration) rainfall and spring discharge. The smooth shape of the

hydrograph and its delayed response to rainfall indicate that the spring discharge is not affected by single

events of rainfall, but it responds to the precipitation cumulated over several months [Fiorillo and Doglioni,

2010]. This behavior is mainly related to the prevalence of diffuse flow through fractures due to the coarse

development and/or poor connection of the karst network [Fiorillo, 2009]. Indeed, the tectonic compressive

phases ofMiocene and the recent (since the Quaternary) evolution of internal Apennines areas, characterized

by active crustal extension and regional uplift, have caused extensive block faulting, dropping of base levels,

and, locally, the deposition of very thick continental depositional sequences between the carbonate ridges,

hindering thedevelopment of amature karst network [D’Agostinoetal., 2001;Amorusoetal., 2013; Fiorillo etal.,

2015b]. Similarly to other aquifers in the Apennines [Fiorillo et al., 2015b], this feature makes the wide karst

systems of this area acting as large natural reservoirs of water with spring discharges reflecting both times of

poor or abundant precipitation and climate changes occurring over long (years to decades) periods.

Both rainfall and spring discharge time series show variations in the annual signals. This is clear in the

absence (e.g., duringT1period) of the characteristic increaseof dischargeatCaposele spring, usually observed

during years with more abundant precipitation (e.g., T2 period) (Figure 8).

3.3. GRACE Data (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment)

The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE), launched in March 2002, provides monthly measure-

ments of the Earth’s gravity field [Tapley et al., 2004]. Taking into account the atmospheric circulation, the

changes in the gravity field over the continent are mainly attributed [Wahr et al., 1998] to variations in terres-

trial water storage (TWS), which is a vertically integrated measure of water storage including groundwater,

soil moisture, surface water, snow water, and vegetation water. Other mass changes in the study area, such

as glacial isostatic adjustment and ice loss, are not significant or of much lower magnitude in the study area

[Boy and Lyard, 2008]. GRACE gravity data can be therefore used to infer temporal variations in TWS and to

estimate the response of the solid Earth to such loading.

Monthlymeasurements of the Earth’s gravity field are usually translated intomass in units of equivalent water

height (EWH). In thisworkweuse the estimates of EWHobtained from the landmonthlymass grids (GRCTellus

Land [Swenson, 2012] available at http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov), which are calculated from the RL05 spherical har-

monic solution and distributed with the support by the NASA Making Earth Science Data Records for Use in

ResearchEnvironments (MEaSUREs) Program.Weconsider three solutions fromdifferentprocessing centers of

the official GRACE Science Data System: JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory; RL05.DSTvSCS1411 solution [Watkins

andYuan, 2012]), GFZ (GeoforschungsZentrumPotsdam; RL05.DSTvSCS1409 solution [Dahle et al., 2012]), and

CRS (Center for Space Research at University of Texas, Austin; RL05.DSTvSCS1409 solution [Bettadpur, 2012]).

All GRCTellus Land solutions use a Gaussian smoothing function with a 300 km half width [Swenson, 2012] to

suppress errors at short spatial wavelengths [Wahr et al., 1998]. We extract and calculate the average values

for each of the three solutions from the monthly mass grids within 400 km from the point (15.6∘E, 40.5∘N).

Following Landerer and Swenson [2012], we take into account data covariance between nearby grid points

[Swenson and Wahr, 2006] to estimate TWS uncertainties using decorrelation lengths of 300 and 100 km for

measurement and leakage errors, respectively. The solutions from the three data centers are represented in

Figure S1 from April 2002 to April 2015 as anomalies with respect to the 2004–2010 average. The three time

series are in very good agreement between∼2004 and 2011, whereas they are more scattered in the remain-

ing time. This is probably due to the presence of more data gaps before the year 2003, when the satellites

were not yet fully operational, and after 2011, when active “battery management” of GRACE satellites started

[Jean et al., 2015]. In order to improve the results, we generated a combined solution (Figure S1) by calculating

the arithmetic mean of the three time series, as suggested by Sakumura et al. [2014] and Jean et al. [2015].

The 300 km resolution of the GRACE solution does not allow us to spatially define the spatial distribution of

mass variability at the scale of the study area, and it is likely that the contribution from adjacent areas leaks
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Figure 10. (a) Comparison between monthly equivalent water height GRACE data (blue line ± 1𝜎 uncertainty) and
stacked vertical GPS displacements sampled and averaged at the same epochs (red circles ± 1𝜎 uncertainty). Notice the
inverted vertical axis for the GRACE plot. (b) Comparison between the vertical modeled monthly time series induced by
the GRACE EWH distribution (blue circles, see text for details) and the observed GPS time series (same as Figure 10a).

into our estimate of EWH. The 300 km scale is in fact large enough for GRACEmass solution being an average

of TWS in the Apennines and in the nearby regions [Wahr et al., 1998]. This kind of data therefore provides

information about the influence of the temporal variability of the TWS on the observed GPS signal.

GRACE TWS time series, represented in Figures 10a (notice the reverse scale for GRACE data) and S1, show that

higher annual TWS values generally occur in December–February. The drought years previously evidenced in

rainfall and spring discharge time series (i.e., 2007–2008 and 2012) have lower TWS peaks in winter months

with respect to the long-term average. T1 and T2 intervals correspond to TWS values which are, respectively,

significantly below and above the 2002–2015 average and, consistently with rainfall and spring discharge

data, indicate a significant multi-year variation of surface water and groundwater storage.
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Figure 11. Comparison between GPS time series and hydrological records (i.e., rainfall, spring discharge, equivalent
water height GRACE, and temperature data). GPS time series (grey and magenta dots) are the detrended horizontal
component along direction N45E at selected sites in the dashed orange rectangle of Figure 1. Note that vertical axis for
CDRU is inverted for clarity. Daily precipitation data at Gioi Cilento (red line) and Senerchia (orange line) rain gauges are
represented as detrended cumulative rainfall. The blue line shows daily discharge data of Caposele spring. Monthly data
of equivalent water height from GRACE satellites represent an average over the area under examination (green line ±1𝜎
uncertainty). The dark red and dashed black lines represent, respectively, the mean daily temperature values at
Senerchia rain gauge and the 6 month Gaussian-filtered data.

3.4. Analysis and Correlation of Hydrological Time Series

As previously shown in section 3.2, we observe a systematic shift of several months between rainfall, with

maximum values in autumn-winter, and the discharge of Caposele spring, which shows positive peaks in

spring (Figures 8, 9, and 11). In karst aquifers, once the percolatingwater reaches the saturated zone, the pres-

sure pulse is forced through phreatic conduits and almost instantaneously influences the spring discharge

[FordandWilliams, 2007]. The time lagbetween rechargeanddischarge is therefore influencedby theduration

of the water percolation through the vadose zone of the aquifer [Fiorillo and Doglioni, 2010]. Further factors

can influence the time lagbetween recharge anddischarge suchas the time shift between snowfalls and snow

melting, the presence of a cover made of pyroclastic deposits [Fiorillo and Doglioni, 2010], the spring catch-

ment area [Fiorillo et al., 2015b], and the eventual presence of low-permeability barriers, such as faults, which
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compartmentalize the aquifers [e.g., Celico et al., 2006]. Simple models of water circulation in unconfined

karst aquifers relate the variations of the spring discharge to the elevation of the water table [Manga, 1999;

Fiorillo, 2011; Amoruso et al., 2013]. A high level of the basal spring discharge is associated with an increase

of the hydrostatic pressure in the basal, saturated part of the aquifer. In particular, the variation of the water

table height (Δh) causes a direct variation of the hydrostatic pressure: ΔP = 𝜌wgΔh (𝜌w is water density,

and g is gravitational acceleration) [e.g., Miller, 2008]. Aquifers held in carbonate rocks can experience

seasonal fluctuations of the water table height of considerable magnitude, reaching several tens of meters

[e.g., LeGrand and Stringfield, 1971; Bella et al., 1998;Miller, 2008].

The seasonal fluctuations of TWS data measured by the GRACE satellites, showing “positive” peaks

(i.e., higher valuesof equivalentwater height) in fall-winter, appears tobe roughly simultaneous to rainfall and,

accordingly, to precede the positive spring discharge peaks of some months (Figure 11). We can therefore

recognize two main seasonal hydrological stages separated by 5–6 months which, as will be shown in the

following sections, correlate with specific features in the GPS time series. The first hydrological stage, occur-

ring in late fall/winter corresponds with the peak of the rainy season and maximum snow coverage at high

elevation. This stage likely corresponds to the maximum overall hydrological loading as suggested by peaks

in EWH measured by GRACE. The second episode corresponds to the peak discharge from karst springs

occurring in late spring (as shown by the positive peak of the Caposele discharge in Figure 8). This second

stage likely reflects the infiltration of water within the karst system and corresponds to maximum value of

hydrostatic pore pressure within the saturated part of the karst aquifers. The occurrence of single (i.e., 2012)

or repeated (2007–2008) years with scarce precipitations are clearly reflected in the absence of the character-

istic smoothed peak in spring discharge time series (Figure 8) and control the occurrence of drought events

[e.g., Fiorillo, 2009, 2013].

4. Comparison and Main Features of GPS and Hydrological Time Series

GPS horizontal time series at stations close to the karst aquifers appear to be highly correlated with the dis-

charge of the Caposele spring (Figure 11). Cross-correlation analysis (Figure 12) indeed demonstrates that

high (0.89) correlation is observed not only at the local scale, i.e., between Caposele spring discharge and the

near (∼6 km far) GPS station MCRV, but also between the spring discharge and displacement time series at

farther (∼40 km) sites such as SAL1 and CDRU (respectively, 0.77 and 0.72). In particular, the dilatation strain,

calculated in a polygon defined by stations located at a distance between 36 and 58 km from the spring, is

highly correlated (correlation = 0.6) with the Caposele discharge time series (Figure 4). These observations

confirm the regional nature of themultiyear discharge observed at the Caposele spring and indicate that neg-

ative precipitation trends and aquifer exhaustion are associated with reduced or negative dilatational strain

(T1), whereas episodes of increasing rainfall (aquifer recharge) are associated with sustained dilatation (T2)

(Figures 4 and 11).

High cross-correlations between horizontal displacements and spring discharge are associated with lag

times of ±0–2 months (Figures 11 and 12), indicating minor temporal variability of the ground deformation

associated with spring discharge.

Vertical displacements appear to be preferentially correlated with GRACE TWS data, showing subsidence

in high water storage periods (autumn-winter) and uplift in summer. In order to compare vertical GPS dis-

placements and GRACE TWS data at the same temporal resolution, we compute monthly averages of the

daily vertical GPS stacked position centered on the date of GRACE acquisitions estimating the uncertainty

from the standard deviation of the monthly average (Figure 10a). We observe that the two sets of measure-

ments present a remarkable (0.71) inverse correlation with a limited time lag (GPS vertical stack precedes

GRACE of 0–1month). The worse correlation in the last∼4 years is probably related to the decreasing GRACE

data quality after 2011 [Jean et al., 2015], as we discussed in section 3.3. At the multiyear scale, subsequent

years of low TWS (e.g., 2007–2008 and 2012–2013) are associated with a general motion of uplift involv-

ing the whole studied area (Figure 10a). Further details about the cross-correlation analysis are given in the

supporting information.

We suggest that (i) two main processes are responsible for the observed deformations and that (ii) different

spatial and temporal patterns allows us to observe their separated effects in the horizontal and vertical com-

ponents. The significant correlation with spring discharge and the spatial link with karst areas suggests that
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Figure 12. Plots of cross correlation between the observed N45E component and daily spring discharge for selected
GPS sites. The horizontal axis indicates the temporal shift of the observed deformation with respect to spring discharge.
The vertical axis indicates the value of correlation at different time lags. Horizontal and vertical dashed yellow lines pick
the maximum value of correlation and the corresponding amount of time lag, whose values are printed in the left
corner together with 1𝜎 uncertainties estimated through the bootstrap method [Moore et al., 2003] (see supporting
information for further details).

the observed horizontal deformation depends, on the first order, on a mechanical process sensitive to varia-

tions of hydrostatic pressure beneath karst aquifers, which induces time-dependent opening of fractures in

the shallow crust (see discussion in the next section). The high correlation with GRACE TWS suggests that,

similarly to other regions [e.g., Borsa et al., 2014], the vertical component mainly reflects the elastic response

of the solid Earth to variations of TWS.

5. Discussion
5.1. Elastic Response to Hydrological Loading

We suggest that the behavior of the vertical GPS component is consistent with the elastic response to load-

ing at both seasonal and multiyear scales. Here we test which amount of the observed geodetic signal could

be explained as the elastic response to the variations of GRACE TWS loading. To this aim, we calculate the

surface deformation induced by the EWH variations recorded by GRACE satellites. We carry out the model-

ing by using the REAR (Regional ElAstic Rebound calculator) code [Melini D. et al., 2014], which computes the

response of a solid, nonrotating, elastic, isotropic Earth to assigned surface load variations. In a first step REAR

computes the response to a finite-sized disc load of unitary thickness with a Heaviside load history. The set

of implemented Love numbers have been calculated byMelini D. et al. [2014] using the seismological model

STW105 [Kustowski et al., 2007], which is an update version of the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM)

[Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] obtained by replacing the top three kilometers of oceanic water with under-

neath rockmaterial. In a second stage, by using the principle of superposition, REAR combines the previously

calculated Green functions to estimate the horizontal and vertical displacements caused by the imposed load

model. The load model is constructed, in each time frame, by discretizing the gridded GRACE EWH values in

disc-shaped elements (25 km radius).
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Following the same procedure used to calculate the observed vertical stack, the predicted displacement

shown in Figure 10b is the stack of the displacements calculated at the same 18 stations. The results

(Figure 10b) show that the vertical deformation induced by the EWH load distribution over an area within a

range of ≈1000 km from the observation point produces a remarkable fit, reproducing both the observed

amplitude and themultiyear trend. This suggests that, as observed elsewhere [e.g., Borsa et al., 2014; Chanard

et al., 2014], the observed vertical displacement is significantly controlled by the elastic response of the litho-

sphere to the hydrological loading. The percentage of RMS reduction [e.g., Fu et al., 2015] (∼43%) obtained

by subtracting the GRACE-derived displacement from GPS time series in the best fit 2006–2010 interval sug-

gests that a significant part of the vertical signal is dominated by the elastic response of the solid Earth to the

surface water loads detected by GRACE.

The elastic response of the crust to a surface load is characterized by a ratio between vertical and horizontal

components of about 2–3 for a concentrated load and much larger if the load is spatially distributed [Wahr

et al., 2013]. The calculated horizontal displacements obtained by the TWS GRACE loading model reach max-

imum amplitudes of about 1 mm; i.e., they are 1 order of magnitude smaller than the maximum oscillations

(∼1 cm) observed at MCRV, MRLC, SAL1, and SLCN and do not reproduce the sign and rapid spatial variations

of the horizontalmotion around the karst aquifers of the Apennines. The limited resolution of GRACEdoes not

allow to define the spatial distribution of the TWS loading at the scale of the Apennines and in particular to

test if the karst aquifers are the main sources of TWS loading. However, even in the case of localized load due

to the karst aquifers, the elastic response to loading could not explain the observed horizontal signal. In this

case, in fact, the predicted elastic horizontalmotionswould bedirected toward the hydrologic loading source,

whereas the opposite would occur when the load is removed (horizontal motion away from the source). This

is the opposite to what is observed around the karst aquifers where seasonal andmultiyear episodes of diver-

gence are observed in combination with increasing water loading (e.g., interval T2), and shortening episodes

areobservedwithdecreasingwater loading (e.g., interval T1) (Figures 3 and4).We thus suggest that the elastic

response to TWS does not explain the localized observed horizontal transient signals, and therefore, another

mechanism is required.

5.2. Response of an Anisotropically Fractured Crust to Variable Hydrostatic Pressure

The analyses presented in the previous sections show that transient deformations in the horizontal compo-

nents are distinctly correlated to the variations of springdischarge fromkarst aquifers but their pattern cannot

be reproduced by the elastic response of the solid Earth to surface loading. Simple hydrogeological assump-

tions (section 3.4) allows us to assimilate the spring discharge variations to the hydrostatic pressure variations

inside the aquifer. We identify two processes which are specifically sensitive to changes of hydrostatic pore

pressure in the shallow crust and potentially able to reproduce the observed horizontal deformation. Increas-

ing pore pressure reduces the effective normal stress and facilitates slip on shear dislocations if the stress

conditions satisfy failure criteria for preexisting surfaces. Alternatively, variable hydrostatic pore pressure

controlled by the variation of the water table height may control the opening of conductive, interconnected

water-filled fractures within an unconfined aquifer in the shallow crust. The main difference between these

two processes, which can be used as a diagnostic feature, is the capability to produce opposite directions

of displacement under stress variations associated with changes of pore pressure. Whereas tensile fracture

opening is a reversible process under pore pressure variations (i.e., when pore pressure returns to its initial

level the fracture aperture returns to its initial state), a pore pressure decrease does not produce an inversion

of slip direction on a shear dislocation. The firstmechanism (slip on a shear dislocation) would, thus, implicate

a monotonic direction of the transient deformation (as observed in slow slip events on subduction zones);

i.e., the transient motion would be systematically directed toward the Tyrrhenian or the Adriatic coast for

stations located on the opposite side of the symmetry axis observed in Figure 2. We observe instead an alter-

nating dilatation/contraction deformation (Figures 3 and 4), which appears more consistent with an opening

fracture mechanism.

Nearly isotropic episodes of expansion/contraction are usually observed in alluvial poorly consolidatedmate-

rialswhere variations of thewater table correspond to isotropic deformation [e.g.,Hoffmannetal., 2001; Preisig

et al., 2014]. The pattern and magnitude of the observed deformation require, on the other hand, a process

able to produce an anisotropic horizontal deformation with a preferential NE-SW expansion direction and a

significantly smaller vertical deformation.
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Anisotropy in the shallowcrust canbecausedbypreferentially aligned fractures andmicrocracks [e.g.,Amadei,

1996;Pastori etal., 2009].We thus ascribe theobservedhorizontal signal to the responseof∼N140, subvertical,

fluid-filled, conductive system of fractures to variations of the water table height. Following that logic, the

observed displacements are the result of dilatation/contraction of the fluid saturated anisotropic media in

response to variations of the hydrostatic pressure in the karst aquifer.

Hydrogeological [Calcaterra et al., 1994; Celico et al., 1994;Del Prete et al., 2007] and seismological [Pastori et al.,

2009] observations show that the shallow crust in the southern Apennines is characterized by a primary frac-

ture pattern oriented in NW-SE direction. Detailed information (fracture spacing, dimension, aperture, and

penetration depth) about the spatial distribution andmechanical characteristic of thismedia is not accessible

at the spatial scales of the examined area. We therefore simulate the response of an horizontally anisotropic

poroelastic aquifer to variations of the water pressure by using a simple model constituted by vertical tensile

dislocations embedded in an elastic half space. We constrain the time-dependent opening of these disloca-

tions to be linearly related to the discharge of the Caposele spring, whose time variations are considered to

closely reflect the regional hydrological signal [Fiorillo, 2009].

The main simplifying assumptions implied in this model are (i) linear relation between the water pressure

variation and the observed displacement and (ii) equilibrium condition for poroelastic deformation reached

instantaneously whenever the pore pressure changes occur. The last assumption implies that the diffusion of

pore pressure variations inside the aquifer is a relatively fast process so that the coupling between pore pres-

sures and stresses in the skeleton matrix is instantaneous. The cumulative effect of a group of small tensile

fractures embedded in a fractured region is, at a certain distance, roughly equivalent to the one caused by

a single tensile dislocation, with ad hoc parameters, located inside the region [Maccaferri, 2010]. Since most

of the observations (GPS stations) lie at the boundaries or just outside of the carbonate massifs (Figure 3),

we model the first-order features of the signal using single tensile dislocations roughly located beneath the

main karst aquifers. We employ three vertical tensile dislocations buried in an homogeneous elastic medium

[Okada, 1985] with Poisson’s ratio of 0.25, whose geometries reproduce the observed velocity deviations rel-

ative to the long-term trend (Figure 3). The dislocations are located approximately along the symmetry axis

of the horizontal deformation, and we select their positions and lengths (Figure 3) in order to reproduce

the horizontal divergence across the three main karst systems of the southern Apennnines: (1) Cervialto and

Polveracchio-Raionemassifs (near MCRV site), (2) Marzano-OgnaMounts massif (near MRLC), and (3) Alburni,

Motola, and Cervatimassifs (near CDRU, CMPR, SAL1, SLCN,MTSN, andMCEL). The strike angle for all the three

dislocations is 140∘, consistently with the observed orientation of the primary fracture pattern [Calcaterra

et al., 1994; Celico et al., 1994; Del Prete et al., 2007; Pastori et al., 2009]. We fix the depth of the top edge of

the dislocations at 100 m, since small variations of this parameter only affects the deformation in the very

near field.

The opening of water-filled fractures in the phreatic zone is due to the variation of the hydrostatic pressure,

which is in turn related to the variation of the height of the water table. By assuming linearity between the

water table height variation and the rate of spring discharge, we impose a homogeneous time-dependent

opening of the three dislocations (A(t)) by scaling it to the discharge of Caposele spring (Figure 4), taken as a

proxy for the regional elevation of the groundwater table within the carbonate aquifers. For this purpose we

use the following relation:

A(t) =
Q(t) − Qmin

Qmax − Qmin

Amax (1)

whereQ(t) is the Caposele discharge rate observed at time t andQmin andQmax are, respectively, theminimum

and maximum Caposele spring discharges observed in the considered time interval (2005–2015). The dislo-

cation opening therefore varies between 0, corresponding to the minimum value of spring discharge in the

considered time interval (2005–2015), and amaximum value Amax, in correspondence of themaximum value

of spring discharge. An uniformopening is imposed over all the dislocation.We conduct a grid search by vary-

ing the opening parameter Amax between 1 and 200 mm and the vertical width of the dislocations between

0.1 and 8 km, and we minimize the fit to the detrended horizontal time series. We neglect the Earth surface

curvature for a first-order estimate of the near-field effects and the exact topographic trend, considering the

half-space surface as anaverage referenceelevationabove the sea level (≈600masl) [Lisowski, 2007]. The com-

parison between observed and predicted horizontal displacements (Figure 13) shows that this simple model
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Figure 13. Same as in Figure 2 except that the long-term trend has been removed and the bold black dashed lines
indicate the modeled time series obtained from the minimum RMSD model (corresponding to the blue cross in
Figure 14).

reproduces to the first order the main features of the observed signal, including the limited deformation in

the N135E and vertical components. The agreement in the horizontal components is particularly good (root

mean square deviation (RMSD) ≤ 2 mm) not only at MCRV, located near Caposele spring, but also at farther

sites such as CDRU, CMPR, MTSN, SAL1, and SLCN. The worse agreement occurs at MRLC (RMSD =2.5 mm),

which shows reduced seasonal variations and an enhanced delay compared with the Caposele spring dis-

charge. Figure 3 shows velocities calculated separately for T1 and T2 intervals using the best fit model. Since

the vertical deformation related to a tensile dislocation decays quickly with the distance from the dislocation,

the modeled vertical component is almost negligible at every site (Figure 13).

Theminimummisfit corresponds to values of 60mmand 1.5 kmofmaximumopening and tensile dislocation

width, respectively (Figure 14), with a significant trade-off as a function of the investigated parameters and a

large rangeof theacceptable values. Theproductof the twoparameters (≈90m2) along thevalleyofminimum

misfit is, on the other hand, remarkably stable, especially for low values of the dislocationwidth. This product,

whenmultipliedwith the dislocation lengths, could provide a rough estimate of themaximum storage capac-

ity variation available from the opening dislocations in the considered period. Considering the length of the

tensile dislocation beneath the Picentini massif (15 km), the maximum storage capacity equals 1.35× 106 m3

(15 km × 90 m2) which is ≈1% of the average annual discharge of the Caposele spring (≈124 × 106 m3).

Many important physical aspects are neglected in our simple modeling approach such as a realistic charac-

terization and geometry of the fractured medium, a reliable range of the hydrostatic pressure variations, and

the depth dependency fracture opening. The main objective of the modeling is, on the other hand, to verify

a first-order linear dependency of the observed, sustained episodes of anisotropic divergence/shortening in

the karst aquifers on the hydrostatic pore pressure variations as measured by spring discharge.

5.3. Thermoelastic Strain

In areas where the topographic relief is not negligible, the thermoelastic strain due to surface temperature

variations can be an important cause of deformation [Ben-Zion and Leary, 1986; Prawirodirdjo et al., 2006;
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Figure 14. (top) Schematic representation of the model geometry. (bottom) RMS deviation between the observed and
modeled horizontal time series for different values of width and maximum opening of the tensile dislocations. Red
crosses indicate model realizations, and the grey dashed contours are interpolated between those points and plotted at
0.1 mm intervals. The blue cross indicates the minimum RMSD model. The blue dashed line indicates the parameters
values whose product is constant and equal to the best fit 1 (60 mm × 1.5 km). The color scale is saturated at 4 mm.

Ben-Zion and Allam, 2013]. Although recent studies limited the role (no more than 25%) of the thermoelas-

tic strain in controlling seasonal signal [Tsai, 2011; Ouellette et al., 2013], its importance cannot be completely

ruled out [Dong et al., 2002].

The temperature data of the area under study (Senerchia site; Figure 11) show that the differences of the

peak-to-peak amplitudes between dry (e.g., 2007–2008) and wet (e.g., 2009–2011) years amount to few

degrees (≈3∘C). Since the thermoelastic strain is linearly related to the peak-to-peak temperature amplitude

[Ben-Zion and Leary, 1986; Tsai, 2011], these differences could not explain the variation of the deformation

between dry and wet years (up to 1 cm; e.g., Figure 11). This is especially visible in the dry year 2012, when no

noticeable change in peak-to-peak temperature amplitude are recorded compared to wet years (Figure 11),

in spite of high variations of the observed displacement (Figure 11). Furthermore, the positive (i.e., expansion)

peaks at MCRV site, which is a few kilometers far from Senerchia site (≈6 km), occurring in spring, antici-

pate the summer temperature peaks (Figure 11). This temporal shift is in the opposite sense compared to the

typical temperature-deformation temporal sequence which characterizes the thermoelastic strain [Ben-Zion

and Leary, 1986].

Tsai [2011] computed the equations of the displacement generated by the response of an elastic half space to

sinusoidal (both in time and in space) surface forcing due to atmospheric temperature variations. The effect

of a thin unconsolidated layer cover is also taken into account. By using the equations (11a) and (11b) of Tsai

[2011], we estimate the expected horizontal and vertical surface displacements due to high end surface tem-

perature variations. We assume peak-to-peak temperature variations ΔT = 40∘C, wavelength of the spatial

temperature variation 𝜆 = 20 km on the basis of the local topography [Ben-Zion and Leary, 1986], annual

period (𝜔 = 2 ⋅10−7 s−1), varying values of the upper layer thickness (0–5 m) and typical values of Poisson’s
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ratio (0.25), coefficient of linear thermal expansion (10−5∘C−1), and thermal diffusivity coefficient (10−6 m2/s)

[Ben-Zion and Leary, 1986; Prawirodirdjo et al., 2006; Tsai, 2011; Ben-Zion and Allam, 2013]. The maximum

peak-to-peak amplitude of the horizontal displacement obtained in this way amounts to about 2 mm.

Given these observations, we expect that the thermoelastic strain is not able to explain the majority of the

observed GPS horizontal deformation. In particular, it could not recover the outstanding multiyear varia-

tion observed in the horizontal time series, especially at sites with small annual signal and high multiyear

variations, e.g., MRLC site (Figure 2).

As for the vertical displacement, the amplitude estimated by using the equations of Tsai [2011] is <1 mm.

Nevertheless, themagnitude of the vertical deformationwould be increased by about a factor of 3 at the near

surface if GPS stations are anchored within the thermal boundary layer [Tsai, 2011]. The thermoelastic strain

could therefore give some contribution to the observed displacement at some sites inducing local variations

of the vertical amplitude, especially at the annual temporal scale.

6. Conclusions

The primary result of this study is that horizontal and vertical geodetic time series may reflect different

hydrological processes. Transient deformation signals in the horizontal time series reveal a currently underap-

preciated source of large-scale transient signals: the deformation of karst aquifers induced by variations of the

water table and resulting hydrostatic pressure variations. We suggest that the main mechanism controlling

the observed horizontal transient signal is the effect of time-dependent hydrostatic pressure on fluid-filled,

conductive fracture systems beneath large karst aquifers. The simple first-order approach used to model

the observed transient signal (single tensile dislocations beneath the main karst systems) reflects the cur-

rent limited knowledge of the large-scalemechanical properties (fracture densities, rheology, and poroelastic

parameters) of the karst systems but shows a remarkable first-order agreement between the model and the

observations (Figure 13). The depth extent in the crust of this deformation source is not well resolved with

available data and knowledge. Previous studies about karst regions have pointed out the transient water flow

in the vadose zone after heavy rainfalls as the source of the observed deformation. Our work, however, shows

that the deformation is significantly delayed with respect to rainfall and clearly correlated with variations of

the basal spring discharge. This points out the variations in the water level of the phreatic (saturated) zone

as the source of deformation. These differences in the observed deformation could be ascribed to the differ-

ent development of the karst circulation and the degree of tectonic fracturing among various karst regions.

Resolvingmore accurately the depth parameter, however, have significant implications for the understanding

of the time-dependent permeability of the shallow crust [Ingebritsen and Gleeson, 2015] of the penetration

of meteoric waters in the ductile regime [Menzies et al., 2014] and of the role of fluid pressure variations on

seismic rupture nucleation/triggering phenomena at seismogenic depths [Miller, 2008].

As the phases of recharge and discharge of the karst aquifers of the Apennines (and in the Mediterranean

region in general) are influenced by climatic factors (Northern Atlantic Oscillation), we highlight a connection

between large-scale climatic patterns and transient deformations of the shallow crust.

The vertical time series can be satisfactorily reproduced bymodeling the deformation induced by the surface

water loads estimated from the GRACE satellites data. The percentage of RMS reduction is ∼43% when we

subtract GRACE-derived displacement from GPS results in the best fit 2006–2010 interval, suggesting that a

significant part of the vertical signal is dominated by the elastic response of the solid Earth to surface water

loads detected by GRACE.

Parsing out the contribution of hydrological processes on geodetic measurements is an important task with

significant implications for the accurate estimation of tectonic deformation. Our results show that, since 2005,

two complete ∼4 year cycles of hydrologically related episodes of deviations from decadal horizontal strain

rate (Figure 6a) and vertical displacements (Figure 6c) have occurred. Sustained multiyear vertical velocity

(±1 mm/yr) and horizontal strain rate (±50 nstrain/year) deviations may thus significantly affect the trend

estimates based on short time intervals, considering the similar magnitudes of the decadal trends.

The result of our work emphasizes the need to jointly consider both the horizontal and vertical components

for the investigation of hydrologically induced deformations. Our study shows, in fact, that the different sen-

sitivities of vertical and horizontal components produce a space-time separation of (1) the elastic response

of solid Earth to surface water loads and of the (2) the anisotropic response of fractured karst aquifers to
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variations of hydrostatic pore pressure. This spatiotemporal separation allows us to track with geodetic mea-

surements the different phases of the water cycle in the southern Apennines: from maximum hydrological

loading at the surface to maximum hydrostatic pressure beneath karst aquifers.
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